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Although we have no detailed documentary or archaeological evidence for the Roman conquest of 
the area which today is south Cumbria, we know that the Roman army was involved in northern 
England from the AD 50s or 60s - at first, intermittently, to keep the peace, and then from the early-
70s to bring about full conquest and occupation (Shatter 2004, 12ff). 

The political geography of north-west England in the late pre-Roman Iron Age is imperfectly known, 
but it is likely that the hillforts of south Cumbria, such as Warton Crag (Camforth), were economic 
and social, rather than military, centres. Indeed, the people of south Cumbria may not have been, in 
any concerted way, hostile to Rome; the Roman historian, Cornelius Tacitus, indicates that, after the 
initial conquest of the western Brigantes, which probably proceeded via the Lune and Eden valleys, 
many smaller groups simply accepted Roman occupation and, presumably, 'got on with their lives' 
(Tacitus, Life of Agricola 20,3; Shatter 2004, 39). 

Although, therefore, it is not surprising that Roman material has been found in the Beetham-area, the 
discovery in the vicinity of Beetham Hall itself of at least seven Roman coins requires explanation. 
On its own, the likely proximity of a major Roman road between Lancaster and Watercrook (Kendal) 
would not be sufficient (Smith 1997, 378); nor, because of the lengthy chronological range of these 
coins - from the first century to the fourth - can we plausibly suggest that they derived from a hoard: 
the earliest coins represented would not have been 'legal tender' by the time of issue of the latest. In 
any case, the coins have been too widely spread across the area to have come either from a hoard or 
from a votive deposit. 

The coins thus represent casual losses; in its tum this suggests that, during the Roman period, people 
lived and worked here and that they were doing business in some way with the authorities. The coins 
could conceivably point to the existence of a military site, although no physical evidence of this has 
ever come to light. A Roman fort, fortlet or watchtower would be hard to miss in field-walking or 
aerial reconnaissance. It has, however, been suggested (Smith 1997, 378) on the basis of the 
distances between sites given in Route X of the Antonine Itinerary that Beetham could have been the 
site of Galava (normally taken as Ambleside; but see Shatter 1998), although this lacks the support 
of any direct evidence, either structural or documentary. 

The most likely explanation for the scatter of coins in the vicinity of Beetham Hall Farm is that the 
land, which may have been close to a Roman road, was then, as now, used for agricultural purposes. 
Possibly, it was land used for division into small-holdings and distribution to Roman soldiers upon 
their discharge from the army. This would not have been in the form of sumptuous and extensive 
villa-farms as are found in southern and eastern England; rather they would probably have taken the 
form of near-rectangular or circular houses divided into a varying number of rooms with the adjacent 
land divided into plots for stock-maintenance and/or the growing of crops. Such a livelihood would 
have kept a former soldier and his family as well as providing a surplus to be sold at market, 
presumably in Lancaster or Watercrook. 
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Romano-British landscapes which developed in this way have, of course, usually been seriously 
damaged, if not obliterated, by centuries of subsequent agricultural activity, although fragments of 
them do survive above ground in the Pennine foothills (as in the area of Leck Fell) and are in places 
recovered by field-work and archaeology (Lowndes 1963 and 1964). 

One such farmer, a retired Decurio ('non-commissioned officer' in a cavalry unit), named Julius 
Januarius, left his mark at Bolton-le-Sands in the form of an altar dedicated to a local god, named 
Jalonus Contrebis, who was probably the deity who presided over the 'well-being' of the river Lune. 
Many such men were possibly of Romano-British origin and, in the later-fourth and fifth centuries, 
probably helped to make up local militias which fought to keep their Romano-British culture alive as 
the area became subject to infiltration by new cultures. 

The seven Roman coins recovered from the area all formed part of the 'small change' of the Roman 
money-system; none was on its own particularly high in purchasing power in its own time, although 
transactions with coinage may have been combined in rural areas with a degree of barter. 

The Coins 

1) Sestertius of the emperor, Vespasian (AD 69-79) 

2) Sestertius of Hadrian (AD 117-138) 

3/4) Two local copies of coins which we call 'radiates', because of the radiate 'sun-crown' worn by 
the emperor. Such coins belong to the second half of the third century AD, and were copied locally 
because the official mints could not keep up with demand in a period of hyperinflation. Such copies 
were generally small and poorly executed, but may have remained in circulation well into the fourth 
century. 

5/6) Two coins of the reign of Constantine 1, one issued in c. AD 313-316, showing the Sun-god on 
the reverse (SOLi INVICTO COMITI), the other issued in AD 330-335 and showing that familiar 
Roman 'emblem', the she-wolf suckling twin boys. 

7) The latest coin in the group was issued by the emperor, Valens, between AD 364 and 375. As with 
many late-Roman coins, this one provided on the reverse face a 'message' of hope and 
encouragement - in this case, the figure of a 'winged Victory' (which early Christians appear to have 
re-interpreted as an Angel). 
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